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This paper is divided into two Sections. Attempt all questions from Section A 

and any four questions from Section B. The intended marks for questions or 

parts of questions are given in brackets[ ] 

 

SECTION A (40 Marks) 

Attempt all questions. 

Question:1 

a) What are the two types of programming in java?     [2] 

b) Differentiate between Object and class?      [2] 

c) Name two basic features of java.       [2] 

d) What is coercion? How is it implemented?      [2] 

e) What do you mean by Ternary operator? Give an example.    [2] 

Question: 2 

a) Give the result of the following expressions:      [2] 

(i) ++a + a++ + 4;  if a =2  (ii) a-- +  ++a%4,  if a=5 

(iii) 3 * a ++ + a++ a*4;  if a=2 (iv) (a++ * ++a) /5; if a=5 

b) What is the result of the following statement, when executed?   [2] 

Boolean val = (amt >5000)? True  :  false 

(i) Amt = 3000 (ii)  amt = 8000 

c) Differentiate between operator and operand.      [2] 

d) How many elements are there in the array sum [100]?Which element is sum[99] of 

the array sum?          [2] 

e) Differentiate between isUpperCase (char) and  toUpperCase(char).   [2] 

 

 



Question: 3 

a) What will be the output of the following program segments?   [2] 

(i) for (int i= 1; i<=5; i++) 

System.out.println (2*i) 

 

(ii) for (int j= 1; j<=10;j++) 

{ 

if(j==5) 

Continue; 

System.out.print(j); 

} 

b) Rewrite the following using Ternary operator:     [2] 

if(a<0) 

System.out.println(“negative”);  

else 

System.out.println(“positive”); 

c) Distinguish between length ( ) and trim ( ).      [2] 

d) Give two differences between Linear Search and Binary Search.   [2] 

e) What are traditional input systems in java programming?    [2] 

Question: 4 

a) What are the two ways of invoking functions?     [2] 

b) In what way OOPs principle polymorphism is adopted in programming?  [2] 

c) Write prototype of a function that accepts a Boolean type value but does not return 

anything.          [2] 

d)  Give the difference between actual parameter and formal parameter.  [2] 

e) Explain the concept of function overloading with an example.   [2] 

 

 

SECTION –B (60 Marks) 

Attempt any four questions from this section. The answers in this 

section should consist of the programs in either Blue J environment or 

any program environment with java as the base. Each program 

should be written using Variable descriptions/Mnemonic Codes so that 

the logic of the program is clearly depicted .Flow –Charts and 

Algorithms are not required. 

 



 

Question 5 

Generate the following pattern        [8] 

(a) 5   4  3  2  1     

4   3  2  1 

3   2  1 

2   1 

1 

(b) Write a program in java to find the sum of the series     [7] 

S= 1+2    +   2+3   +  3+4   .................................to n  

       2*3         3*4        4*5 

 

  Question 6 

(a) Write a program to create an array of 10 numbers. Calculate the sum of all the 

elements and display.         [7] 

(b) Write a program to sort an integer type of array in ascending order. Use Selection Sort 

method.          [8] 

 

Question 7 

Write a program to find the area of an equilateral triangle, a right angled triangle, a 

scalene triangle using the overloaded methods area(int), area(int,int) and 

area(int,int,int) respectively. 

Hint;                     [15] 

Area of equilateral triangle=   ¾     * a2 

Area of right angled triangle =½ b *h 

Area of Scalene triangle =       s(s-a)*(s-b)*(s-c)    ( where s=(a +b +c) /2) 

Question 8                     [15] 

Write a menu driven program to find the sum of the following series depending on the user 

choosing 1 or 2 

1. S =1/4 + 1/8 +1/2 ........ upto n terms 

2. S= 1/1 ! -2 /2! +3/3!....... upto n terms  

Whare ! stands for factorial of the number and the factorial value of a number is the 

product of all integers form 1 to that number. Eg 5! =1 2 3 4 5 

(use switch-case) 



Question 9                 [15] 

Write a program to accept a sentence and print only the first letter of word of the sentence in 

capital letters separated by a full stop. 

Example: INPUT SENTENCE:   “This is a cat” 

OUTPUT : T.I.A.C 

Question: 10                 [15] 

Define a class taximeter having the following description: 

Data members/instance variables: 

int taxino  – to store taxi number 

String name  – to store passenger’s name 

int km  - to store number of kilometres travelled 

 

Member functions: 

 Taximeter ( )  –  constructor to initialize taxino to  0 name to “ “ and b to 0 

Input ( )  – to store taxino, name ,km 

Calculate ( )  – to calculate bill for a customer according to given conditions 

Kilometres travelled(km)     Rate/km 

<=1 km      Rs 25 

1< km < =6      Rs 10 

6<km<=12      Rs 15 

12<km<=18      Rs 20 

>18 than       Rs 25 

Display ( ) –to display the details in the following format: 

Taxno  Name   Kilometres travelled   Bill amount 

- - -    --    -- 

Create an object in the main method and all the above methods in it 

 

****************************** 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


